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Whether considering a merger,
currently involved in one, or
simply working through those
post-merger blues, the astute
Financial Manager will evaluate
supplier contracts as assets and
review the complementing
healthcare entity’s Procurement
Process for its valuable benefits.

To clearly understand the necessary
changes in the procurement process

Beverly Brando Gillilan
after a merger, a preliminary
systems review is required. A
delineation of several basic areas of

the current systems controls in use at all locations will provide the
foundation upon which to build a more efficient and accurate method
of Controlling Vendor Transactions.’

The review should be centered around both purchasing and accounts
payable functions. The specific areas of research include:

n Buying Group and/or Vendor Contracts
n State /Federal Requirements
a Purchasing Communications
B Document Flow
n Accounting Procedures

In order to address both sides of the merger issue, we contacted the
Baxter Healthcare Corporation and obtained the supplier’s viewpoint
in an interview with E. Michael Stallard, Manager of the Tax and
Audit Department at the Shared Service Facility in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. We asked Mr. Stallard some pointed questions about
the process and the following is a summary of that interview.

What are your greatest obstacles in providing service toHH&A:
your customers who are in a merger?

Stallard: Communications! The single largest problem we
encounter in this situation is a general failure on the part of the
customer to convey to us what their wants and needs are. It is
essential
that the customer, in the early stage of the merging process, initiate
communication to define all of the factors involved.
Like most vendors, we have many services available and have in fact
set up a special phone line just to assist our customers in resolving
issues in regard to whom within our organization is best suited to
answer specific questions. However, if the customer does not make

’ Herman H. Hale and Robert M. Atkisson, Controlling Vendor
Transactions, A Guide for Auditors and Accountants, (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1992)

the appropriate overture and make use of the effective consultation
processes we have established, it limits our effectiveness.

HH&A:What  recommendations can you make in regard to separate
buying groups and/or contracts when two entities merge into one.

Stallard: Good planning is crucial and once again proper
communication is required. In the case of national buying groups, it
is critical for our customers to identify which buying group the newly
created entity is going to be affiliated  with. Written contact with the
chosen buying group, advising them of the merger and giving full
detail in regard to all locations involved, is essential to establishing
consistent pricing and other terms of purchase. We recommend that
the written notice include a request that the buying group contact the
appropriate Baxter director in the National Health Systems
Department. Individual contracts, those between the buyer and the
seller, are best handled by the supplier sales representative.

Quite often, a tailored agreement for the newly created entity can be
established. We recommend that the customer contact our sales
representative at least 90 days in advance of the actual merger. This
will allow ample time for any new contracts to be in place 30 days
prior to the merger, for the test purposes.

HH&A-A Merging entities quite often have different sales
representatives. How does a customer determine which sales
representative is best suited to handle the situation?

Acquisitions and mergers expose this type of difficultyStallard:
and is one of the reasons why Baxter established the special phone
line previously mentioned.

Obviously, it is in the customer’s best interest to fullyH&!&A:
explore all of the purchasing agreements well in advance of the
actual merger and communicate with their suppliers in this regard.
However, we have found evidence wherein our clients believe that
they are getting preferred pricing for all their locations through the
simple act of combining the accounts payable function. What is your
response to such a supposition?

It is not uncommon for payable functions to relocate.Stallard:
Thus, simply notifying us of a new “bill to” address or name does not
establish contract pricing under one or another agreement. The
account number under which an order has been made and the
location “shipped to” will take precedence and any applicable pricing
will apply until new and specific pricing arrangements are made.
Failure to establish the appropriate contract and/or buying group
prior to the merger can result in legitimate pricing aberrations within
the newly created entity.

HH&A:  Sales tax applicability varies from state to state, in
somecases product to product, and whether or not a fully exempt
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status has been established. Do you experience sales tax problems
when two entities, one being sales tax exempt the other not, merge
into a single entity?

Again, lack of communication and timely communicationStallard:
are major factors. However, the most important factor of all is to
determine what the new entity is going to be by consulting with the
state in question. A status change notification should then be sent to
all suppliers, if appropriate.

We also recommend that the accounts payable department spot check
invoices the week after mergers are effective. If changes are not
made, communicate with the supplier up to and including short
paying invoices. If the status has changed to taxable and the supplier
is not billing tax. The purchaser needs to ensure that a tax accrual
system is in place.

HH&A-  You’ve brought up a very good point, short paying-
invoices. It is our understanding that Baxter actually requests that
their customers make direct adjustments to any invoice in question,
rather than withhold the invoice from payment pending receipt of
credit or corrective invoice. Would you like to expand on this
subject?

The customer’s purchase order is part of a three wayStallard:
matching system and is critical at the front end. With the advent of
automated ordering, a purchase order price discrepancy should be
recognized immediately and even electronically generated purchase
orders should include all the terms of purchase including sales tax
applicability. However, discrepancies may occur and we recommend
that the customer short pay the invoice and supply us with proper
communication in regard to the payment deduction.

Could you define “proper communication”?HH&A:

There are several different ways in which this can beStallard:
handled.

1) At the time of payment, the customer can simply adjust the
invoice accordingly and note the change on the remittance
advise and send a photo copy of the invoice along with the
remittance.

2) A Vendor Deduction Notification form accompanied by a
copy of the adjusted invoice can be forwarded with the check
to the designated lock box.

3) Contact with the sales and credit representative providing full
detail in regard to the deduction.

Any of the above methods will be helpful, however, it should be
noted that m communication only complicates the problem and the
supplier really needs to be advised of the problem as soon as
possible.

HH&A-LYou touched on the subject of the purchasing function with
your statement regarding the three way matching system of the
purchase order. In a merger situation, would you recommend that
the two or more separate purchasing departments be merged into
one?

This is a very difficult question to answer in as much asStallard:
differing structures can inhibit the combining process. Our rule of
thumb is to make it simple for our customers to do business with us.

Purchasing management issues obviously need to addressed during
the merger process and this situation can be an opportunity to cut
processing costs. Perhaps one method would be that of combined
similar functions, while at the same time allowing for blanket
authorities in different areas of each entity, with one director having
centralized responsibilities.

HH&A*  It is not inconceivable that a slow down in the payablesA
process could occur during the merger process of combining two
entities into one focal point of control. Are there any considerations
that Baxter would make for those customers who notify you of this
possibility?

Having opened the lines of communication with us inStallard:
advance of a possible problem would convince us that our customer
is establishing good management controls and it would make a lot of
sense for us to offer additional support. For instance, although we
could not extend any grace period in regard to financial discount
terms, we could for a short period of time extend our standard terms
to accommodate the customer’s temporary accounts payable backlog.
It is the other side of the coin that is difftcult; problems occur when
we are not notified and the customer fails to make timely payments.

HH&A*A We touched briefly on pricing aberrations in the area of
contract applicability and would like to expand on that subject. Quite
often we hear that the customer relies heavily upon the supplier sales
representative to provide the best you have to offer. Would you care
to comment?

T o t a lStallard: Internal controls and processes have to be in place.
reliance on any sales representative is simply not good business.
There are publications that provide available price ranges and other
terms of purchase. If I was at the other end of this business, I would
feel responsible for knowing what is fair and reasonable and not base
my opinion solely upon what the supplier tells me.

The interview with the Baxter Healthcare Corporation supports the
theory that there are a great many important areas that are normally
overlooked during a merger.

Basically, a merger allows an opportunity to review the entire
operation from a new prospective. Specific contact points should be
established, coupled with a structured and effective communication
process, particularly if it’s a team effort.

During the negotiation process, particular attention should be paid to
cash flow and payment terms, warehouse space and the possibility of
entering into special agreements such as ValueLink and JIT (just in
time), and, price leveraging due to the larger purchase capacity. All
newly established contract revisions should be in writing to prevent
any misunderstandings between the newly created entity and it’s
suppliers. All responsibilities should be well defined.
Communication is the primary key to all aspects of the merger.

Beverly Brando Gillilan is President and Chief Executive Ofleer of
Herman Hale & Associates, Inc., in Sebring, Florida. This
nationally known consultingfirm  specializes in management controls
systems development and conducts operational reviews of
procurement controls for private industry and nonprofit
organizations.
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